Previewing and Sharing
We live in a social world where everyone is sharing pictures of their food or pictures of their cats or maybe even pictures of their
cats eating their food. So why should Animation Pro be left out?
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Quick Previews
Open the quick preview by pressing the

button at the bottom right corner of the animation screen.

The quick preview is a handy way to view your animation without exporting it to a video file. It uses the onion-skin images,
captured each time you save a frame, to generate an immediate preview.
There are, however, some limitations:
1. The preview may not run at the selected framerate. This will depend upon the capabilities of
your device.
2. The preview will not include any tweens. These
are not generated until the animation is exported.
3. The preview will not include any mouth
movements (lip-synching).
These are not
generated until the animation is exported.

Step from
frame to frame

Use this slider
to scrub from
frame to frame

Stop playback

4. Audio settings (positional audio, fade-in/out) will
not be applied.
5. Motion blur will not be shown. Motion blur is not
generate until the animation is exported.
6. The preview (or individual frames within the
preview) may not show some effects where live
previews have been adjusted whilst animating
(please see the 'Live Previews' topic, left).
So please use the quick preview feature as a guide only.
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playback speed

Start playback

Open the quick preiew

Previewing and Sharing Frames
It's easy to preview and share a frame from the Animation
Pro animation screen.
1.
Select the frame that you'd like to preview and/or share:

2.
Press the

button and select 'Preview Current Frame'

Animation Pro will display the following screen:
Share the preview

Close the preview

Select the type of anaglyph 3D
glasses that you have or 'OFF'
to view a 2D preview

With 3D previews, the 'strength'
of the 3D effect may be
adjusted

3.
Select the type of preview that you'd like to share (2D or 3D) and press the 'Share' button at the top of the screen.

You will see different sharing options based upon the configuration of your iPad:

Previewing and Sharing Videos
Once an animation has been exported to video, the results
may be viewed, at any time, from the 'Projects' screen or
the 'Animation' screen.
From the 'Projects' screen:
1.
Press the
button for the animation you wish to
preview or share.

From the 'Animation' screen:
1.
Press the

button and select 'View Last Video Export'

Animation Pro will display the following screen:

Close the preview

Share the video

Press to play the video

Drag to 'scrub' through the
video

3.
Press the 'Share' button at the top of the screen.

Press to play the video

When turned on, the
video will play over
and over again

You will see different sharing options based upon the configuration of your iPad:

HEVC AIRDROP WARNING
In all likelihood Apple will automatically convert HEVC videos back to the H.264 format (without an alpha channel)
when you attempt to AirDrop them to a Mac or PC. If this occurs, please go to the ‘Settings’ App on your iPad, open
the ‘Photo’ settings and make sure that ‘Keep Originals’ is selected for ‘TRANSFER TO MAC OR PC’. Please note
that this setting may be in a different location for different versions of iOS.

